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style
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House
electroinstallation
according to your
interior style

NEWS
50 years in business

Our cooperative was founded 50 years
ago, and since that time Zlín-based
OBZOR has become a leading
manufacturer and distributor of small
electromechanical products, car parts,
metal parts and injected moulded plastic
parts.

OBZOR began producing its VS series of
cam switches in 1972. In 1995, the
company became the exclusive dealer for
Kraus & Naimer in the Czech and Slovak
republics. In 2006, OBZOR replaced the
existing cam switches with the VSN 10 A –
150 A and VSR 10 A – 20 A lines. The VSN
line was expanded to include a 250 A
switch in 2014.

Injection moulding was introduced as
production gradually increased and
the portfolio expanded.
The year 2000 marked the beginning of
development and the subsequent
production of the company’s switches,
outlets, controls and devices.

Elegant

Variant

Decente

since 2003

since 2009

since 2011

This product line with an unobtrusive design is
available in a wide range of colours and
combinations. The unique frame construction
allows a combination of two colours on the side
and base segment of the frame. The clever
system for connecting the frames also makes it
possible to create vertical, flat or up to sevenfold
horizontal combinations. The line also now
offersa vertical triple frame and new colour
shades – cappuccino, nut brown, olive grey and
steel grey.

Featuring a bold and playful design, the vibrant

This timeless product line uses quality natural

frames colours in this line are eye-catching and

materials – glass, wood and metal. The luxurious

optimistic. The variant line employs the same
covers and devices as the elegant line, enabling

frames can be combined to create a fourfold
horizontal and vertical design. The decente line was

simple innovation of the appearance up to a

expanded in 2014 to include a new colour range of

triple horizontal design.

glass frames and the economical PLEXI variant in
white and black. The decente outlet cover plate is a

The product line includes:

new feature.

·

Switches, outlets, controls

The product line includes:

·

Thermostats, PIR sensors

·

Smart electrical accessories

product lines…

The product line includes:
·

Switches, outlets, controls

·

Aqua cover IP44

·

Medical sockets for hospitals

·

Central vacuum inlets

·

Thermostats, PIR sensors

·

Smart electrical accessories

·

Switches, outlets, controls

·

Thermostats, PIR sensors

·

Smart electrical accessories

The complete offer of home electrical accessories can be found in the technical catalogue or at www.obzor.cz

DESIGN

in the eyes of an expert, functionality and aesthetics…
Major progress has been made in
recent years in recognising the
importance of our living space. A
conceptual approach is now taken to
interior design, and details also play a
significant role. OBZOR therefore
decided to bring Kristýna Jandíková on
board, and this talented interior
designer has managed to connect our
products with her own professional
experience.

The results of this collaboration can
be seen in new colour collections in
step with modern trends, and we’ve
even harmonised our existing
products with several types of
interiors.

TIP from the designer
‘It is not unusual for clients to pay a
great deal of attention to the choice
of their home furnishings but then
neglect important visual elements
such as home electrical accessories.
They chose ordinary and the
cheapest possible switches, which
only detract from the overall
impression of the interior. I believe
that the same level of attention
should be devoted to “key details” in
the design of the space. It pays to be
attentive to detail.
I trust that OBZOR products will
enhance your interior and that
they will contribute to the good
feeling your home evokes. This is
how a good home is created’.

Ing. Kristýna Jandíková / www.xtina-design.cz
Kristýna Jandíková is an interior designer who
mostly creates spaces for private individuals but is
also involved in commercial projects for public
spaces. She designed the OBZOR showroom for
the international Designblok 2014 expo and has
created a new collection of Decente switch
colours.

SIMPLE
a minimalist interior of clean lines...
A popular style characterised by clean
lines, simple shapes, cool colours, a
combination of glossy and matte surfaces
and technical materials such as concrete,
metal and glass. This style has its origin in
the Bauhaus, which focused on function

while also adopting the austerity and open
space of Japanese design. This style is
preferred by those who wish to have
everything under control and dislike chaos
and superfluous ornament.

glass colour
TIP from the designer
‘If your interior is very simple and
you wish to add an interesting and
unusual detail, I recommend
Decente metal switches in
aluminium or stainless steel.

Decente metal/aluminium

For modern minimalist interiors,
Decente switches in a combination
of frosted glass in metallic grey with
a matte black plate are also
impressive. A matte finish has the
advantage of hiding fingerprints’.

snow white

cream white

dove grey

metal grey

Decente
The decente series is characterised by its cover plate
and the rotated double-socket outlets that make it
easy to connect two appliances at the same time.
The line also offers frames in stainless steel and
Decente metal/stainless steel

aluminium.

black

SIMPLE

.

I

NATURAL
an interior with natural elements...
Are you fond of nature and natural
materials such as wood, stone and
textiles? This timeless and harmonious
style based on simplicity and clean lines
is designed for you.

It features enduring combinations of
neutral colours (white, grey, black) with
earthy tones. The dominant light colour
enlarges spaces and creates an airy
atmosphere.

Decente
All decente outlets
are childproof.

Decente wood/MDF oak

Decente wood/MDF walnut

TIP from the designer

Decente wood/MDF mahogany

Decente wood/MDF mahogany

‘To create a pleasant interior, I
recommend combining no more
than two types of wood in the
space. If you’re unsure about
colour, it’s best to choose a
contrasting shade rather than
trying to match. Therefore, pay
attention to the wood frame when
selecting switches’.

COMFORT
an elegant and cosy interior...

Are you creating a modern interior, but
wish to make it cosier with pillows, rugs,
curtains and other decorative
accessories? The elegant style we call
COMFORT is probably right for you.

choose textiles and the colours carefully.
For these types of rooms, select elegant
switches finely matched in calming shades
of white, grey and beige, as they will allow
you greater creativity in creating your
colour scheme.

But having too many contrasting
accessories poses a danger, so be sure to

Elegant
The unique frame construction allows a combination
of any two colours on the side and base segment of
the frame. This combination is specific for central
vacuum inlets, which will match well with the colour
and the design with the other elegant outlets.

TIP from the designer
‘When decorating an interior, a
common mistake is to place a few
small items on a large piece of
furniture, leading to an
appearance that is messy rather
than decorative. A larger vase
with a flower will look better on a
big chest of drawers than a group
of small sculptures.
Elegant/olive grey

Elegant/cappuccino

Play close attention to the overall
colour concept of your interior –
to the choice of your main colour
and complementary shades. Use a
contrasting tone as an accent to
create visual interest.
Don't underestimate the need
for every home to have a welldesigned interior.

Elegant/steel grey

Elegant/nut brown

COMFORT
17.03.1

VARIANT
a playful interior with colourful accents...
Although they are common for children’s
rooms, adults also enjoy bright colours
and playful shapes.
This style works with soft textiles, vivid
colours in warm shades, colourful

wallpaper and pop art pictures. The
overall effect is usually enhanced with
original accessories like pillows, rugs and
lamps.

TIP from the designer
VARIANT switches have a playful
effect in children’s rooms, and you
also have the option of emphasising
colour only on the sides of switches.
If the room is already quite
colourful, it’s best to use neutral
colours, e.g. new shades from the
Elegant line.

dandelion yellow

lime green

Variant/lime green

Variant/purple violet
purple violet

Variant
cherry red
The playfulness and colour in the variant line
enable a wide range of combinations, providing
you exactly the switches you are looking for your
children’s room and other spaces.
The variant line employs the same plates and
devices as the elegant line, allowing you to change
the appearance of your switches by simply
replacing the frame.
Variant/dandelion yellow

storm blue

VINTAGE
a romantic interior with a rustic touch...
A style created for those with a romantic
nature. We were inspired by rural
traditions and folk creativity, especially
the traditional white colour, lace and
dried flowers.
Women are particularly fond of this style.

Provencal design, which is currently
enjoying a boom in interest, is
characterised by elements of the French
region redolent of lavender and the Czech
countryside with fabrics featuring striped
and floral patterns.
snow white

cream white

metall grey
Decente glass/cream white

Decente glass/indigo

indigo

ice green

Decente glass/mocca

Decente

Decente glass/metallic grey

The glass frames made from Lacobel lacquered glass are up to current
trends of mild and pastel shades. Lacobel guarantees colour consistency.

mocca

‘The glass frames of Decente
switches in indigo perfectly
complement the traditional
Provencal shade of violet.
Made of Lacobel glass, the frames
are an environmentally-friendly
product with a quality layer of
coloured lacquer that is highly
resistant to wear and damage. The
surface layer can also be protected
on one side with a coloured film.
Lacobel has ideal properties for
households, both in its elegant
design and practicality. Glass with a
protective film is scratch-resistant,
does not shatter if broken,
withstands heat and doesn’t allow
fire to spread. The film also prevents
fading from UV radiation’.

VINTAGE

TIP from the designer

GLAMOUR
an interior full of shine and glitter...
A lavish style of captivating charm and
luxury. White and black with dark violet
and gold or silver accents are the colour
foundation of the style loosely
reminiscent of the Baroque and Rococo.
A characteristic feature is decorated
furniture with a white or black lacquered

finish, opulent crystal chandeliers,
mirrors, furs and heavy fabrics with
floral designs. Seemingly incompatible
elements combine to form an elegant
whole.

TIP from the designer
‘To achieve a luxurious appearance,
focus on the details, as they contain
the magic of perfection. A carefully
selected switch ideally serves this
purpose, and a dark brown glass
switch combined with gold thus
becomes an exclusive accessory in
your interior’.

Elegant
The Elegant line offers
lacquered frames,
including lacquered
centres, in metallic
shades of aluminium,
graphite, gold and
titanium.

Elegant/aluminium

Elegant /titanium

Decente
Anthracite black glass
with a lacquered cover
creates an attractive
appearance.
Aluminium or graphite
highlight the luxurious
feel of your interior.

Decente glass/anthracite black

Decente glass/chocolate brown

For further inquiries, info or details
please contact with our
Export Department:
E-mail: export@obzor.cz
Tel.: +420 577 195 138
Skype: obzor.export
www.obzorzlin.com
or your local distributor:

OBZOR, production cooperative Zlín
OBZOR has been a reliable supplier of products and services since 1965. The company is a traditional

Company headquarters:

Czech manufacturer of switches, home electrical installations and accessories. It is a major supplier of

Na Slanici 378

plastic parts for the automotive industry. Equipped with top-quality technology, the company also

764 13 Zlín,

cooperates with assembly firms. OBZOR is an equal opportunity employer. The company continually

Czech Republic

strives to improve quality, as is documented in ČSN EN ISO 9001:2009 and ISO 14001:2005 certification.

